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Founder of Calvary Chapel movement, Chuck Smith, stuns church, announces he has lung cancer - posted by hulsey ()
The congregation at Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa, California, were stunned today (Sunday, January 01, 2012) when Past
or Chuck Smith, its senior pastor, announced during his Sunday morning services that he has lung cancer and will have
a biopsy on Tuesday and surgery the following week.
Chuck Smith, now in his eighties and the father of the Jesus People Revolution in Southern California, said that he has n
ever smoked in his life.
At at the end of the third service that was broadcast on KWVE 107.9 FM, his son-in-law, Brian Brodersen, joined with ot
her pastors at the huge church and anointed him with oil and prayed for his healing.
Karl Corcoran, evangelism pastor at Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa, posted on Facebook, Â“Update: Pastor Chuck Smith
having surgery this month for lung cancer after a series of tests this week. Estimated recovery time is 3 weeks.Â”
The rest of the article can be found here:

http://christianworldview.net/2012/founder-of-calvary-chapel-movement-chuck-smith-stuns-church-announces-he-has-lu
ng-cancer/

Re: Founder of Calvary Chapel movement, Chuck Smith, stuns church, announces he has l - posted by rickyearle, on: 2
the only answer to cancer: (Dr. has a 93% cancer rate from 35,000+ patients) - http://drleonardcoldwell.com/cancer/only
-answer-to-cancer/
Re: , on: 2012/1/2 15:32
Lord may you heal your servant. In Jesus Name. Anen.
Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2012/1/2 15:34
Quote:
-------------------------The only answer to cancer: (Dr. has a 93% cancer rate from 35,000+ patients) - http://drleonardcoldwell.com/cancer/only-answer-to
-cancer/
-------------------------

I would be VERY careful before listening to anything from Dr. Leonard Coldwell. Not only are his claims (via his website
) outrageous as he sells "alternatives," but even many of the statements on his website are written with poor grammar a
nd sentence structure.
That said: I will be praying for Brother Chuck Smith.
Re: - posted by AbideinHim (), on: 2012/1/2 15:50
We need to pray for Chuck Smith as he battles this cancer.
As for as this Dr. Coldwell is concerned, he makes some very arrogant claims in this article. He claims to have cured his
mother of cancer. "I cured my mother of liver cancer that was in a terminal state over 30 years ago without surgery, che
motherapy or radiation. Her healing regimen was completely natural and cost less than $3,000."
(Dr. Coldwell). He also conducts seminars entitled "How to become rich and powerful."
God does sometimes lead believers that have cancer to go on special diets and regimens that have worked well. For tho
se that have faith to be healed, Jesus is still the same, yesterday, today, and forever.
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Mike
Re: - posted by rickyearle, on: 2012/1/2 16:23
I hesitated before I posted the article from him but I did. Natural methods are the way to treat, and consequently heal ca
ncer - not drugs, and surgery.
There is a greater cancer cure rate from doing nothing than undergoing chemotherapy, for example.
There are abundant other sources for this: www.mercola.com , www.naturalnews.com
It is sad to see the ignorance that exists surrounding our health. The problem is our main sources of info come from TV,
doctors (lost men who are profit and not health-driven), etc.
God has provided the means to the means to take care of our bodies, and heal them when we are sick - we ought to tak
e advantage of that as we pray over everything.
As well, Dr Coldwell is not a Christian - I did not post to his site insinuating that. And rather than commenting on his arro
gancy, or this or that - why not just read the what he has wrote as pertaining to cancer. And I am sure he wrote that pag
e, and he is a native German, so excuse his english.
I pray the best for Chuck Smith, and his recovery.

Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2012/1/2 18:08
Hi Ricky,
I hope that I don't offend you with my thoughts. I trust that you are offering some well-intended advice in regard to
people who are suffering. I appreciate a heart that desires to help.

Quote:
------------------------There is a greater cancer cure rate from doing nothing than undergoing chemotherapy, for example.
-------------------------

I strongly disagree. You can search through PubMed and view the findings of many different groups regarding the "cure
s" from homeopathic remedies to "cure cancer."
You can also see the vast extent of clinical research that demonstrates the differences between various cancer treatmen
ts and "doing nothing." In fact, many doctors tell you just that -- your prognosis for doing nothing versus the various prog
noses from different forms of treatment.
Such findings are peer-reviewed by fellow experts and the vast majority of medical researchers and subsequent tests m
ust be performed before medical procedures, medicine or equipment is approved in the United States. This is a stark co
ntrast from many of these "natural" practitioners. They often are very selective with their claims -- or include disclaimers
-- to protect themselves from legal liability.
As for "Dr. Coldwell" -- like his friend Kevin Trudeau -- is simply selling something to desperate people. Before anyone c
onsiders embracing his/their claims, I strongly advise you to get a second and third opinion from actual MEDICAL doctor
s.
In fact, you should read "Dr. Coldwell's" disclaimer:

Quote:
-------------------------"Unfortunately we live in a world of sue-happy idiots and paid destructive groups, corrupt politicians and privately owned media, so I
have to legally tell you:
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This book and its contents do not cure, prevent, diagnose or treat any disease or condition! (Only your own self-healing powers can do that.) The only
purpose for this book is educational, for research and entertainment.
If you have, or think you may have, any health condition or disease, see a competent, authorized health practitioner (if you can find one) and do not att
empt any of the techniques, ideas, knowledge, suggestions or comments in this book without consulting the health professional of your choice first.
The author, the publisher and everybody involved in the creation, publication and sale of this book do not take responsibly for any outcome or result fro
m the use of the information in this book. Please be advised that the entire content of this book is solely the opinion of the author."
-------------------------

Once again: I will be praying for Brother Chuck. I have seen some amazing miracles in regard to cancer, and I pray that
the Lord, in His wisdom, would heal as He sees fit.
Re: - posted by rickyearle, on: 2012/1/2 18:30
Sorry chris, what you say is disagreed with 100%. All Dr's and naturopaths have to give those disclaimers because of th
e wickedness of your country's FDA.
ie, there are known cures for herpes, HIV, etc but because of suppression by the government they cannot come out with
websites like HIVcure___.com, or cancercure___.com because the FDA would seize their operations, and all of their mo
nies.
cancer, hiv, and other "incurable" diseases are a multi-billion industry.
so those people who know that info have to give disclaimers, and be very quiet in what they do.
an example is www.resolveherpes.com - which will will cure herpes (of which 80% of americans/canadians have to one
extent or another), and it will cure other viruses like HPV, HIV, etc
I write this because if I had any of these diseases I would want someone who knew to tell me.
Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2012/1/2 19:08
We will have to agree to disagree, Ricky. There is an enormous amount of research and information out there at non-pa
rtisan research databases (like PubMed) that substantiate medical research through firm evidence and peer reviewed (a
nd scrutinized) findings.
Moreover, there is no legal requirement to include a disclaimer. It is included or withheld at their own risk. If these claim
s and supposed "cures" were real or undeniable, then no disclaimer would be necessary.
I am curious, however, upon just what and where you are basing your assertions. What evidence, research and informa
tion substantiate the claims about a "cure for AIDS?" How is this "research" any more valuable than the enormous amo
unt of medical research?
Why should someone believe a guy like "Dr. Coldwell" over the overwhelming majority of medical researchers, scientists
and doctors. Remember: This isn't "theoretical" medicine. This is a field that is reviewed by credible OBSERVATION an
d exhaustive CASE STUDIES.
You see, the notion that the FDA is "wicked" and the medical industry is purely motivated by profit is merely a CONSPIR
ACY THEORY. There are plenty of good, Christian doctors and medical researchers out there. There are also other pe
ople who entered the field of research who make less money than you would think (especially in medicinal research).
When it comes to cancer, there are "probability rates" for successful "outcomes" or "cure" that are announced by doctors
regarding various possible treatment regimens. Doctors also explain the side effects of such treatment as well. Not all c
ancer treatment is based upon chemotherapy or radiation therapy.
There are other methods of treatment -- from surgical removal of tumors to stereotactic radiotherapy that is almost entire
ly non-evasive and with few side effects. These have produced amazing advances in cancer treatment rates -- and has
turned many 100% fatal diagnoses into a simple, non-life altering treatment that prolongs life and often results in amazin
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g "cure" results.
Again, I would recommend that anyone who has a major illness or disease to get second and third opinions. However,
when a supposed "Dr" like Mr. Coldwell states his claims while simultaneously selling products and advice, I would caref
ully inspect those claims with prayerful (and smart) diligence.
Re: - posted by rickyearle, on: 2012/1/2 19:28
After billions and billions and billions of dollars of "research" surrounding alleged cancer research they sure have done a
good job so far haven't they?
It's because they know what cures it along with a number of other diseases but there is no money to be made in natural
cures - because they cannot patent them. Remember, the love of money is the root of all evil.
There are a host of sites and dr's to confirm what I'm saying.
Go to www.mercola.com www.naturalnews.com - go to a local naturopath, etc.
Dr's who prescribe prescription drugs are doing that - prescribing DRUGS - do a key search online for pharmekia (which
the bible calls sorcery) and the like.
Chris, I dont know why your so opposed to what I'm saying. But it is what it is. I know the links I provided will bless som
e people.

Re: - posted by rickyearle, on: 2012/1/2 19:35
Why do people think Satan has demonic influence over the world but not the "health industry"? It blows me away.
Do you think that doctors are led by godly men? Do you think the government and FDA are full of godly leaders?
It's like the preacher who wont preach the truth because he has a full pension in his pocket - they willingly turn the blind
eye to many things - because they love the money! - and the praise of men!
There is always a cost to pay when you go against the grain, and especially when you are honest and truthful - physicall
y and spiritually speaking!!

Re: Founder of Calvary Chapel movement, Chuck Smith, stuns church, announces he has l - posted by Lysa (), on: 2012
Quote:
-------------------------ccchhhrrriiisss wrote:
I strongly disagree. You can search through PubMed and view the findings of many different groups regarding the "cures" from homeopathic remedies
to "cure cancer."
-------------------------

It doesnÂ’t matter how peer-reviewed some things are, the established medical field has tentacles in every area of medi
cine and they will never endorse non-medical treatment through whole / organic foods or homeopathic medicines becau
se it takes money out of each of their pockets and they cannot allow that. They wonÂ’t even publically endorse people t
o stop eating sugar and white flour or somebody from the food pyramid will sue them!! ItÂ’s crazy!
It took a LONG time to get here but I thank the Lord that IÂ’ve stopped drinking any form of carbonated beverages and c
offee, I drink organic tea now and IÂ’ve cut way back on sugar; if I want something sweet I use stevia. God is good to pr
ovide all these alternative medicines... thank you Jesus!
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IÂ’m all for prayer and natural remedies and if a person doesnÂ’t get healed then they better get to a doctor! But I will d
efinitely seek healing through prayer and natural remedies first.
God bless,
Lisa
God have mercy on Chuck Smith, I can't believe they are actually doing thoracic surgery on an 80 year old man, people
pray for him! I hope his recovery time is indeed three weeks.
Re: - posted by hulsey (), on: 2012/1/2 21:11
Hey brothers and sisters, Please, this thread is about brother Chuck Smith. I would appreciate it if you started another th
read to talk about a different subject.
Leave this thread for those who want to post about Chuck Smith and Calvary Chapel.
Blessings,
Jeremy Hulsey
Re: - posted by ccchhhrrriiisss (), on: 2012/1/3 1:19
Hi Jeremy,
Quote:
------------------------Hey brothers and sisters, Please, this thread is about brother Chuck Smith. I would appreciate it if you started another thread to talk about a different s
ubject.
Leave this thread for those who want to post about Chuck Smith and Calvary Chapel.
-------------------------

I agree that this thread was started about Chuck Smith. However, I felt inclined to respond to a open-ended advertisem
ent/statement about a "Dr. Coldwell" who makes his living from offering claims about alternative "cures."
Some individuals have quite a bit of faith in the established "non-establishment" and "alternatives to proven medicine" in
dustry. They often point to the scanty "findings" as presented by those individuals while rejecting the observations from t
he vast majority of doctors, scientists, and medical researchers -- most of whom make less per year that "alternative pra
ctitioners."
Now, people have their reasons for believing as they do. Some have a particular background (educational, academic or
experiential) that leads them one way or the other. I certainly don't have anything against anyone making their own min
d up about such matters -- especially if they do so through credible research (and to applying a "I Thessalonians 5:21" pr
inciple to "test everything").
Still, my point in replying is to simply caution those who might make declarations about such things. As believers, we ne
ed to be slow to declare absolutes -- especially when we might be wrong. I just feel a need to urge caution. We must all
give an account for our words. Even if it is well-meaning, if we make a declaration that ends up being false, we may hav
e unintentionally declared a lie.
However, you are correct that this thread was about Chuck Smith, the founder of Calvary Chapel, and his medical diagn
osis of lung cancer. This is a difficult trial, but I trust that Chuck's eyes will be steadfast upon Jesus. I pray for the Lord's
testimony to come through all of this...and that the Lord gives Chuck Smith the grace to stand through it all -- even if he
can't physically stand on his own.
The Lord bless you all.
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